
Jason Mairowitz is an executive director and banker with J.P. Morgan 
Private Bank. He serves some of Long Island’s most successful fam-
ilies, whose complex financial needs and ambitious goals demand 

sophisticated strategies across the entirety of their balance sheets. As 
their “go-to” point of contact, he marshals a team of specialists to inte-
grate banking, borrowing, investing, planning, trust services and more. 

Mairowitz understands that affluent clients are focused on long-
term approaches to fulfill their objectives and leave a legacy for their 
families and communities. To support this, he plays an essential role in 
delivering unique access to the strengths of J.P. Morgan – the thought 
leadership, opportunistic ideas and intellectual capital available 
through the global capabilities of the firm. He sees it as a privilege to 
be a responsive sounding board for clients whose hard work, achieve-
ments and values are so impressive. 

He explains, “With my career spent entirely in wealth management, 
mentorship and partnerships have driven much of my success since the 
beginning. I have had the opportunity to learn from successful colleagues 
at various stages. Drawing from the knowledge and experience that oth-
ers have shared with me has allowed me to forge and build upon my own 
career path. Today, I take every opportunity to pay it forward and pass on 
those foundational skills and serve as a resource for the next generation.”

A Long Island native, he offers his extensive network and local perspec-
tive to connect like-minded individuals and make a big firm feel small. With 
a 20-year career spent entirely in wealth management, Mairowitz joined 
the Private Bank to play an influential part in establishing J.P. Morgan’s 
presence on Long Island. After 10 years in Manhattan, he enjoys putting his 
talents to work in the area where he is raising his own family. 

A graduate of Indiana University, Mairowitz earned his Bachelor of 
Science in Management and received a Business Foundations Certificate 
from the Kelley School of Business. He holds several industry-recognized 
financial credentials that attest to his dedication to the field. 

Mairowitz and his wife, Amanda, live with their son, Simon, daughter, Elle, 
and Australian Shepherd, Ollie, in the same neighborhood where he grew up. 

Mairowitz says, “I am inspired by the opportunity to challenge myself 
daily while providing advice and guidance to some of the most sophisti-
cated, affluent families. Developing trust and deep personal relationships 
are at the core of what creates long-term success. Helping my clients 
to navigate the complexities of having significant multi-generation-
al wealth, and helping them identify their goals, whether short-term, 
long-term or aspirational – personal, business or philanthropic – is an 
extremely rewarding part of what I do. I am passionate about crafting 
creative and comprehensive strategies to help address all aspects of 
a client’s needs, while focusing on being responsive, proactive and re-
sourceful. I am proud to serve as a connector for like-minded individuals 
who have common interests, challenges and opportunities.” 

JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. and its affiliates (collectively “JPMCB”) offer investment products, which may 
include bank managed accounts and custody, as part of its trust and fiduciary services. Other investment prod-
ucts and services, such as brokerage and advisory accounts, are offered through J.P. Morgan Securities LLC 
(JPMS), a member of FINRA and SIPC. Insurance products are made available through Chase Insurance Agency, 
Inc. (CIA), a licensed insurance agency, doing business as Chase Insurance Agency Services, Inc. in Florida. JP-
MCB, JPMS and CIA are affiliated companies under the common control of JPMorgan Chase &amp; Co. Products 
not available in all states. 
Awards or rankings are not indicative of future success or results. For third-party award selection criteria 
and other important information, visit: https://bit.ly/3BQYjhD.
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